Harvard curriculum to be tightened

(continued from page 1)

professor noted that much of the faculty support for the new cur-riculum was "solid." he added that only 247 of Harvard's 700 faculty members attended the meeting. "i was quite surprised," victor told the boston globe. "i hadn't thought the apathy on the faculty was so widespread." the administration was apparently aware of this apathy -- the meeting was scheduled for a room with a maximum seating capacity of 400. victor noted that the turn- out was still much higher than for most faculty meetings, which have an average attendance of "about a dozen" faculty members.

along the Charles River side of Memorial Drive. About 10 minutes later, while opposite the Killian Court, he was arrested withoutraising from the rear seat in a car with a woman. victor was described as follows: approximately 30 years old; 5'8" tall, 150 pounds, dark hair, blue eyes, wearing a dark coat and a white shirt.

The assailant then ran east in the area of the Sailing Pavilion where he entered a small black sedan identified as either a volkswagon or dei, and sped off on the Longfellow Bridge.

Details of the crime were quick- ly released by MIT officials to the M.D.C. Police who have assigned investigators to the case. The vic- tim was badly shaken but for- tunately was not otherwise injured.

Tire Slashed

The right front tire of a VW bus belonging to a Bldg. 26 L.S. staff member was slashed by an unidentified vandal sometime between Friday and mid-morning Saturday.

Cash Stolen at E17

When an E17 staff member arrived for work on Monday she was carrying the rent for her apartment, some $300. victor had at least one of these victims.

The professor expressed "enormous relief and delight" with the faculty vote, the culmination of a 37-year debate on the goals and structure of undergraduate education. He com- pared the change with "moving a grass seed" and rossman con- cluded that "when all this started, very few people really believed it could be done."
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